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This monthly report provides an overview of the APTLD membership in terms of aggregate monthly 
and yearly growth, Year on Year (YOY) growth chart and data table. If you would like to receive raw 

data or your TLD is not visualised please contact us  
 

For distribution to APTLD Members  

Methodology: Each month, the APTLD collects domain registration data from participating members.  Methods of collection are done by 
either manual checks on the member website or email communication.  Data collected is stored within a database and used to create the 
charts within this report.  If you have any query regarding the method of collection or wish to contribute your data, please contact 
patrick@aptld.org   Disclaimer: If data is not available or not provided by the member, information shown in the data table will reflect this 
showing only the last known data with an “NA” in the growth column.  Sources: APTLD Database, CENTR (centr.org), LACTLD (lactld.org) 
ICANN Centralised Zone Access, direct zone access 
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gTLDs Statistics 

To view registration statistics and analysis on all gTLDs, visit https://stats.centr.org/gtlds 

Data Sharing 

To help produce these reports, we encourage registries to set up a JSON format and publish on a URL APTLD can 

access.  The structure of the JSON should be as follows.  All fields are voluntary except for total domains.  

Domains - Total Domain count as at timestamp 
DNSSEC - Total DNSSEC enabled as at timestamp 
IDNs - Total IDNs as at timestamp 
New Adds - Total new domains added in the previous month relative to timestamp 
Deletes - Total deleted (inc non renewed) domains in previous month relative to timestamp 
Transfers - Total transferred (registrar) domains in previous month relative to timestamp 
Renewals - Total renewed domains in previous month relative to timestamp 
Registry Lock - Total domains under Registry Lock at timestamp 

 

 

Example JSON 

 

{ 

         

        "domain_counter": { 

                "total_domains": 20000, 

                "total_dnssec": 500, 

                "total_IDN": 50, 

                "newadds_previousmonth": 200, 

                "deletes_previousmonth": 100, 

                "transfers_previousmonth": 50, 

                "renewals_previousmonth": 5000, 

                "total_registrylock": 10 

        } 

 } 

 

If you set up a JSON please advise patrick@aptld.org 

 

Suggestions on how to improve this report? Contact us 

https://stats.centr.org/gtlds
mailto:patrick@aptld.org

